Metal artifact reduction in x-ray CBCT
Inpainting versus Missing Value
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Introduction

Results

High-density objects like dental implants, fillings or metal tooth caps
produce typical streak artifacts in x-ray cone beam computed tomography
(CBCT). Beam hardening, scatter, noise, exponential edge gradient effect
and under-sampling are the main causes of these artifacts [3].
In this poster we compare one appropriate inpainting method [2] in the
projection image domain with a missing value implementation in the field of
CBCT and ART.
Simulation results from an extended Shepp-Logan phantom and real world
dental data are given.

One inpainting and one missing value method are validated in a comparable and standardized
simulation study. The standard Shepp-Logan phantom is supplemented by three elliptic
artifact objects. Its projection images are used together with the priori known artifact mask as
input for the evaluated methods. More precisely all non-zero pixel values from a separate
forward projection of the three elliptic artifact objects define the artifact mask.
The reconstructed volumes are compared with the standard Shepp-Logan phantom
reconstruction. To simulate a comparable scenario with beam hardening we apply a non-linear
absorption (NLA) function on the projection values. We use a GPU-based implementation of
the projected Landweber method onto convex subsets to ensure positivity [1].
Reconstructions of the supplemented Shepp-Logan phantom
Table 1. Simulation results: Comparison with the artifact-free reconstruction of the SheppLogan phantom. The known artifact mask voxels are excluded.

Methods

realistic
(NLA)

Algebraic reconstruction framework

complete volume (4003)
max. difference density
0.34
0.21
sum of squared errors
51558
282.1
incorrect voxels (eps. > 0.01)
2.30%
0.32%
region of interest between artifacts (50 x 50 x 100)
max. difference density
1.81
0.12
sum of squared errors
2091.53
23.03
incorrect voxels (eps. > 0.01)
50.0%
9.8%

Linear system of equations:
Minimization problem:

inpainting

and its normal equation we use:

Iteration of the projected Landweber method:

Region detection

original

non-linear absorption

missing
value
0.30
251.9
0.19%
0.15
15.88
6.9%

inpainting approach

missing data

The main linear reconstruction system Ax = b can be written as

by re-sorting all rows in A with b splitted into regular (b1) and misleading, non-linear attenuate (b2) projection
values.

front view
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The detection algorithm applied in this work consists of the following steps:
1. Threshold-based segmentation of maximal attenuation regions in each projection image
a. Simulation case: Exact segmentation by a forward projection of the known 3d object shape and location
b. Real world case: Maximal attenuation propagation and local detection by the known device motion
3. Define the inpainting masks by region growing by a morphological open operation with a spherical
structural element

Omit segmented regions in the reconstruction
framework

top view
slice 77

Inpainting of holes in each projection image
separately

Dental reconstructions of a dry human mandible
Reconstructions (4003 voxels) are shown of a dry human skull obtained from 516 projections
(584x616 pixels, pixel size 0.2 mm) acquired with a 3D Accuitomo CBCT (J. Morita Corp.,
Kyoto, Japan). The real dental patient dataset includes many gold caps and two manually
added metalball bearings.
Shepp-Logan phantom

supplemented phantom with
three radio-opaque spheres

Missing projection value
implementation

one projection image

detected regions within
the projection image

Projection image inpainting

Ignoring missing data is a common method in the field of
computed tomography. The projection images or the error
sinogram are set to zero at the missing data location. The
main linear reconstruction system Ax = b can be written as

by re-sorting all rows in A with b2 = 0 for missing data.
Thereby all equations are ignored by setting b2 = 0 in each
iteration. Finally, the predefined artifact mask is added to
the reconstruction. Missing value implementations differ
from ordinary reconstruction algorithms in applying the
missing value mask to the image vector b in each ART
iteration additionally. Since we allow an arbitrary and
independent missing value mask for each projection, the
number of equations per voxels xi varies between 0 and n.
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inpainting approach

missing data
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Subsequently, we set the artifact regions in the simulation to the maximum density value for all
reconstructions. Here, the missing value approach delivers zero information whereas
inpainting produces incorrect densities of any order. This regions must be omitted and
replaced in the results anyway. Telea’s algorithm [2] and the missing value approach give
approximately equivalent results (see table 1).
We concentrate on the diffusion method by Telea [2], a linear,
discrete and non iterative thus fast inpainting method. Telea's
approach uses the fast marching method to produce an
approximation of the distance map of the boundary that
enables a single-pass evaluation.

Conclusion
Inpainting techniques seem to be a reasonable alternative to the missing value approach in
order to restore pixel values in x-ray projection images even in larger regions.
They deliver smooth transition to their local neighborhood, which does suppress artifacts and
leads to a local loss in resolution. In contrast the missing value approach is more reliable, but
may yield extra artifacts or instabilities in the iterative solving process.

First order approximation Iq(p) of the image in point p with a
given image I(q) and the gradient values:
The volume slices depicted above a typical artifact pattern
introduced by the different number of projections
contributing to a voxel. These artifacts demonstrate how
many equations without zero projection values contribute to
a voxel. This aspect must be taken into account by a
weighted projection and back projection operator, which
corresponds to a row equilibration of the linear system of
equations.

without metal ball bearing

Inpainting function of point p as a weighted sum in neighborhood Bε(p):

Row equilibration

A dental projection image and
its inpainted region of interest

Inpainting errors are less predictable due to the applied technique but are visually comparable
to missing value errors. Thus inpainting is an alternative if we take care about stability of ART
solvers or have too many independent artifact regions, as e.g. in dental imaging. Adding
information about the detector motion or the object relative positions in 3d into inpainting
methods could be a promising future task to make inpainting superior to missing value
approaches.
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